The fast, light essential
for every front line
Meet Microsoft Surface Go 3

When your front-line employees can move seamlessly from task to task during a busy
day, productivity and business performance naturally improve. That can’t happen
at a single desk, counter, or office. From field techs to call reps, your modern front
line needs a versatile tool with the always-connected power to speed through tasks,
information, and interactions and exceed customer expectations anywhere.
Meet the new Microsoft Surface Go 3. It’s the Surface designed to help your frontline
workforce deliver next-level service with the muscle and versatility to meet and exceed
the call.

Get more done
everywhere
Power through every fast-moving
day, from virtual team meetings
to getting signatures with the
Microsoft Surface Pen.¹

Make every task a light lift

Write, sketch and sign naturally

Surface Go 3 is our most portable Surface
ever. At 1.2 lb., it delivers the punch of a
10th Gen Intel® Core® i3 processor.

With Surface Pen, write like pen on
paper with precision ink, plus tilt for
drawing, great sensitivity and virtually
no lag.1

Polish every presentation

Gain energy to spare

Products, presentations, and training
videos look their best on a bright
10.5” PixelSense HD display.

Your people stay energized all day,
Surface Go 3 keeps up with 11 hours
of on-the-go power.²

Make the connections that matter

Deliver on requests faster
When customers want it, they want
it now. Surface Go 3 with its fasterthan-ever processor helps shorten
response times.

Connect from anywhere
Give teams the power and
freedom of secure LTE Advanced3
connectivity and Microsoft Teams
wherever they need it.

Flex to the task at hand
Because no two interactions are
alike, Surface Go 3 adapts with
tablet, laptop, and studio modes
and every angle in between.

Project your best image
Look and sound great in staff
meetings, presentations and video
calls with the HD camera and
Dolby® Audio™ on Surface Go 3.

Put speed on
the front line

Choose how you take
on the hybrid future
The new Surface Go 3 delivers
flexibility and performance to meet
the needs of the hybrid workplace.
You can choose either the current
Windows 10 or new Windows 11
operating systems.

Whether your front line is in the field on technical repairs, in an exam room, or out on
the show room floor, your people need fast, reliable, and highly portable connection to
the tools and information to get their jobs done. The new Surface Go 3 delivers on all
fronts with the power of a laptop, the detailed brilliance of an HD screen, and the goanywhere versatility of a tablet. That keeps your people, and your business moving at
light speed.

Explore Surface Go 3 now

Microsoft Surface Pen sold separately.
Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage, and other factors.
3.
Surface Go 3 with LTE Advanced is coming in 2022. Visit Surface.com for updates on availability in your
market. Availability may vary by market and configuration. Service availability and performance subject
to service provider’s network. Contact your service provider for details, compatibility, pricing, SIM card,
and activation. See all specs and frequencies at surface.com.
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